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The reproach of modalism: a difficulty for Karl
Barth’s doctrine of the trinity

Dennis W. Jowers
New College, Mound Place, Edinburgh EH1 2LX, UK dennisjowers@hotmail.com

Abstract
Though renowned for restoring the dogma of the trinity to a place of honor in
Protestant dogmatics, Karl Barth has faced widespread criticism for allegedly
introducing an ancient heresy into that very doctrine: the heresy of modalism. In
this paper, we analyze: (a) Barth’s doctrine of the trinity as presented in his Church
Dogmatics I/1; (b) the arguments Barth himself employs against modalism; and
(c) those aspects of Barth’s doctrine of the trinity which, is his critics’ view, commit
him to some form of modalism. On this basis, we argue that Barth, in spite of
infelicities and even errors in his doctrine of the trinity, does not in any way
endorse the heresy of modalism.

Though renowned for restoring the doctrine of the trinity to a place of honor
in Protestant dogmatics,1 Karl Barth has faced persistent criticism, even from
admirers, for introducing an ancient heresy into this all-important doctrine:
modalism.2 If correct, the charges discredit not only Barth’s understanding
of the trinity but his entire Church Dogmatics, inasmuch as he intends to ground
the entire work in ‘the basic answer to the question: “Who is God?” ’, i.e.
the doctrine of the trinity.3 Conversely, however, if the charge of modalism
proves fundamentally false, it bespeaks an enormous undervaluing of Barth’s
achievement. We intend to show that, on the whole, Barth’s critics err in
ascribing modalism to him and, therefore, tend to distort the strengths
and weaknesses of his larger theology. Before proceeding to treat specific
criticisms, however, we shall (a) analyze Barth’s doctrine of the trinity with a
view to uncovering the roots of its vulnerability to the charge of modalism,
and (b) attempt to explicate Barth’s own arguments against modalism to
show how and why Barth at least believes he decisively rejects it.

1 Wolfhart Pannenberg, ‘Father, Son, Spirit: Problems of a Trinitarian Doctrine of God’,
Dialog 26 (Fall 1987), p. 250.

2 E.g. Catherine Lacugna, God for Us: The Trinity and Christian Life (San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1991), p. 252; Jürgen Moltmann, The Trinity and the Kingdom of
God (tr. Margaret Kohl; London: SCM, 1981), p. 143; Pannenberg, ‘Problems’, p. 251.

3 Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics: Vol. I: The Doctrine of the Word of God: Part 1 (tr. G. W. Bromiley;
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1975), p. 311. Hereafter CD I/1. Cf. ibid., pp. 301–2.
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We cannot properly analyze Barth’s doctrine of the trinity as presented
in volume I/1 of his Church Dogmatics (the volume most frequently cited
by critics) without briefly recounting Barth’s concept of revelation. This
doctrine, one of Barth’s principal theological themes, breathes form and
content into this volume, which Barth accordingly subtitles ‘The Doctrine
of the Word of God’.4 Barth defines revelation both paradoxically and
innovatively as ‘the self-unveiling, imparted to men, of the God who by
nature cannot be unveiled to men’.5 By so defining the revelation of God,
Barth categorically rejects two facets of the doctrine which had pervaded
the theology of revelation in previous times: the idea of revelation as a set
of propositions6 and the grounding of supernatural revelation in natural
theology7 including, for example, abstract reasoning about an anonymous
divine essence.8 In eliminating these elements entirely from his theology,
moreover, Barth subordinates two questions which had dominated earlier
theology, the question of the principium cognoscendi of theology9 and the question
of ‘the That and the What of God’10 to the simple question ‘Who is God?’,
which he answers with the doctrine of the trinity.11

This doctrine alone, Barth contends, can adequately fulfill the roles
accorded in earlier dogmatics to the doctrine of propositional revelation
in scripture and natural theology, because (a) ‘God’s revelation is a ground
which has no higher or deeper ground above or below it but is an absolute
ground in itself’,12 and (b) because ‘God’s revelation is God’s own direct
speech which is not to be distinguished from the act of speaking and
therefore is not to be distinguished from God Himself’,13 whom Barth
identifies through the doctrine of the trinity. Since natural theology cannot
justify revelation, therefore, and revelation consists in God himself, Barth
concludes we ought not to consider the revelation from which we derive
all of the doctrines of dogmatics without simultaneously considering the

4 For a perceptive survey and critique of Barth’s views on this subject, cf. Klaas Runia’s
Karl Barth’s Doctrine of Holy Scripture (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1962).

5 Ibid., pp. 315, 320, 324.
6 Ibid., pp. 111–13.
7 Ibid., p. 305; Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics: Vol. II: The Doctrine of God: Part 1(tr. Haire,

Johnston, Knight, and Parker; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1957), pp. 75–126. Hereafter
CD II/1.

8 CD I/1, p. 301.
9 Ibid., p. 300.

10 Ibid., p. 301.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid., p. 305.
13 Ibid., p. 304.
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central doctrine of all dogmatics, the doctrine of the trinity.14 The doctrine
of revelation ‘in its basic outline’ constitutes ‘also an outline of the doctrine
of the Trinity’.15

This confounding of the doctrine of revelation, that is, the doctrine of
God’s one self-unveiling over against all human philosophies and religions,
with the doctrine of the trinity, one might argue, accounts for the peculiarly
monadic character Barth’s critics attribute to the doctrine of the trinity found
in CD I/1. Barth’s actual treatment of the trinity in CD I/1, however, fails
to bear out this hypothesis. Immediately after discussing the trinity as a
whole, Barth addresses the Father, Son and Spirit individually in their dual
characters as creator16 and eternal Father,17 reconciler18 and eternal Son,19

and redeemer20 as well as eternal Spirit.21 Indeed, even while discussing the
three persons as a whole under the rubric of God’s one revelation, Barth
carefully distinguishes aspects of that revelation which point to the eternal
distinctions between the divine persons.

The self-revealing God, therefore, appears in that part of Barth’s theology
which most stresses the unity of the persons as veiling, unveiling, and
impartation;22 freedom, form and historicity;23 Good Friday, Easter, and
Pentecost;24 and revealer, revelation, and revealedness,25 all appropriations
of aspects of the act of revelation to individual persons intended to emphasize
the eternal and ineradicable threeness of God which his critics accuse Barth of
denying.26 The criticisms concerning Barth’s supposed modalism, therefore,
derive not so much from the manner in which he unfolds the doctrine of
the trinity as from disagreements (as we shall see, massive disagreements)
over the substance of the doctrine itself.

This substance Barth presents, after treating the roots of the doctrine in
revelation and the issue of vestigia Trinitatis, under the rubrics of ‘Unity in
Trinity’, ‘Trinity in Unity’, and ‘Triunity’. Barth begins the first segment,
that on the unity of the trinity, by citing a number of traditional sources

14 Ibid., pp. 300–1.
15 Ibid., p. 333.
16 Ibid., pp. 384–9.
17 Ibid., pp. 390–8.
18 Ibid., pp. 399–413.
19 Ibid., pp. 414–47.
20 Ibid., pp. 448–65.
21 Ibid., pp. 466–90.
22 Ibid., pp. 315, 320, 324, 332.
23 Ibid., p. 332.
24 Ibid., pp. 331–2, 362, 374, 381.
25 Ibid., pp. 299, 361, 371–2.
26 Cf. ibid., pp. 371–5.
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to establish ‘the numerical unity of the essence of the “persons”’, and to
deny ‘the idea . . . of a mere collective unity’, or ‘a mere unity of kind’.27

That he does not thereby intend to assert any logical or ontological priority
of the divine unity over the divine threeness appears from his scrupulous
efforts to balance the two throughout the segment. Consider, for instance,
the following sentence:

The name of Father, Son, and Spirit means that God is the one God
in threefold repetition, and this in such a way that the repetition itself is
grounded in His Godhead, so that it implies no alteration in His Godhead,
and yet in such a way also that He is one God only in this repetition, so
that His one Godhead stands or falls with the fact that He is God in this
repetition, but for that very reason He is the one God in each repetition.28

Barth’s placement of the segment on ‘Unity in Trinity’ physically before that
on ‘Trinity in Unity’, moreover, probably reflects his belief that the word
‘Person’ leads modern people to suspect Christians of tritheism29 and not
any deeper, theoretical concern.

In the second half of this segment on ‘Unity in Trinity’, Barth addresses
what appears to constitute the heart of his case for the doctrine of the trinity.
‘Christian monotheism was and is also and precisely the point also and
precisely in the Church doctrine of the Trinity as such’,30 by which he seems
to mean that ‘we have simply missed the point [of trinitarian doctrine] if we
see here the competition between two different interests in the assertion of
whose rights tensions and cleavages, etc., can easily arise’.31 Such conflicts,
he asserts, only arise in the minds of heretics who oppose a philosophical
concept of divine unity to the biblical understanding of divine threeness.32

The church, by contrast, for which ‘the basic issue is not this or that principle
but quite simply the interpretation of Scripture’, in confessing the doctrine
of the trinity, gives equal weight to the divine threeness and the divine unity,
‘because’, Barth explains, ‘our real concern is with revelation, in which the
two are one’.33

We cannot, according to Barth, spurn the doctrine of the trinity without
‘either denying the revelation of God or the unity of God’.34 If, with the

27 Ibid., p. 350.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid., pp. 351, 357–9.
30 Ibid., p. 351.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid., pp. 351–2. Cf. ibid., p. 301.
33 Ibid., p. 352.
34 Ibid.
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Arians, we deny the deity of the Son, we do ‘violence to the divine unity’,35

and ultimately pervert Christianity into idolatry. ‘If Christ is not very God,
what else can faith in Him be but superstition?’36 If we opt with the Sabellians,
however, to deny the eternal trinity, we must renounce our faith in the triune
God of the bible. For, if the true God lurks behind the three divine persons
of revelation, then, in consulting revelation, ‘we are not dealing with God
as He is but only with a God as He appears to us’.37 Belief in that kind of
revelation, Barth writes, ‘necessarily becomes idolatry’.38

In the second part of Barth’s synopsis of the doctrine of the trinity,
‘Trinity in Unity’, he polemicizes against the use of the word ‘person’ in
trinitarian theology (a matter we shall discuss in detail below)39 and, more
importantly for our purposes, introduces the delicate topic of the relevance
of our knowledge of the divine acts ad extra for our knowledge of the divine
relations ad intra. Here Barth seeks to strike a balance between two seemingly
contradictory facts. First, the absolute unity of the divine essence dictates a
similarly absolute indistinguishability between the different divine persons’
acts ad extra. ‘For whether it be a matter of the inner property or the outer
form of God’s essence, all that is to be said . . . must finally be said in the
same way of Father, Son, and Spirit. No attribute, no act of God is not in the
same way the attribute or act of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit’.40 Yet,
second, God’s acts ad extra can and must reflect the triune nature of that same
divine essence.41 Though the divine relations cannot manifest themselves
directly through individualized acts ad extra,42 according to Barth, ‘they can
be derived from the regularly recurring relations’ in the divine acts ‘ . . . as
these occur most simply between the concepts of Father, Son, and Spirit’.43

For one who, like Barth, denies the reality of propositional revelation and
thus cannot exploit the bible’s direct statements about the relations internal
to God in the manner of traditional theology, the eternal threeness of God
can manifest itself only in this way, that is, obliquely, through conceptual
relations within the acts of the one divine essence. Only by inference from
God’s self-revelation as revealer, revelation, and revealedness; freedom, form,
historicity; creator, reconciler, and redeemer; etc., can he hope to derive

35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid., p. 353.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid., pp. 355–61.
40 Ibid., p. 362.
41 Ibid., pp. 362–4. Cf. ibid., p. 353.
42 Ibid., pp. 362, 364.
43 Ibid., p. 364.
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anything like the classical doctrine of the trinity.44 The reliability of such
inferences, moreover, depends upon the degree to which the immanent and
economic trinities correspond with one another. If, as the modalists think, we
cannot validly infer threeness in the eternal being of God from his threefold
acts ad extra, Barth’s theory of revelation precludes the possibility that we
could know the triune character of the eternal God. Like the first segment,
therefore, the second segment of Barth’s summary of trinitarian doctrine
manifests profound incompatibilities between Barthian trinitarianism and a
modalistic understanding of God.

The third and penultimate segment of CD I/1’s analysis of the divine
trinity, entitled simply ‘Triunity’, tells equally against any construal of Barth’s
thought as modalistic. Having proved in the preceding segments the threeness
of the relations internal to God and the oneness of the three divine persons’
acts ad extra, Barth seeks, in this segment, to resolve the seeming inconsistency
of these two views of God. To this end he introduces, first, the doctrine of
perichoresis, that is, the ‘circumincessio, passing into one another . . . of the
divine persons’.45 According to this doctrine, in the inner being of God where
the divine persons remain forever triune and distinct, the unity of the divine
essence guarantees that, distinctions notwithstanding, the divine persons so
interpenetrate one another as to make them entirely and inseparably one.46

Barth next introduces the parallel doctrine of appropriations. According
to this doctrine, in the properties of the divine essence and the divine acts
ad extra, neither of which displays any distinction, the threeness of God
manifests itself nonetheless. ‘The comprehensible distinctions in God’s
revelation’, for example between freedom, form, and historicity or holiness,
mercy, and goodness, ‘confront us with the problem of His incomprehensible
and eternal distinctions’, Barth contends.47 ‘There is an analogy . . . between
the terms Father, Son, and Spirit along with the other formulations of this
triad in revelation on the one side, and on the other side the three divine
modes of being . . . the truly incomprehensible eternal distinctions in God.’
In these analogies, Barth argues, we have no more, but also no less than ‘the
truth of the triunity as it is assigned and appropriate to us’.48

The doctrine of perichoresis, therefore, shows us that even where we may
accurately describe God as eternally and really distinct in three persons, the
divine essence ad intra, he remains altogether, perfectly one. The doctrine of

44 Ibid., pp. 371–2.
45 Ibid., p. 370.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid., p. 372.
48 Ibid., pp. 372–3.
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appropriations, conversely, shows us that even where we may recognize no
internal distinction in God at all, that is, in his attributes and works ad extra,
he reveals himself as ultimately, ineradicably, and unmistakably three. With
these two doctrines, Barth dispels the idea of conflict between the oneness
and the threeness of God and completes his ‘dialectical outworking of the
concept of triunity’.49

In the fourth and final segment of CD I/1’s inquiry into the doctrine
of the trinity, entitled ‘The Meaning of the Doctrine of the Trinity’, Barth,
after scorning those who dismiss trinitarianism as obsolete,50 returns to the
themes of the second half of ‘Unity in Trinity’ which animate his inquiry
and propel the doctrine of the trinity to the forefront of his dogmatics.
‘The doctrine of the Trinity’, writes Barth, ‘states that our God, namely, He
who makes Himself ours in His revelation, is really God.’51 If we deny this
doctrine, therefore, we implicitly deny every other article of the Christian
faith.

We must therefore, according to Barth, if we wish to have real faith in
the real God, renounce the parallel heresies which the doctrine of the trinity
disallows: subordinationism and modalism.52 The first Barth criticizes not
so much for its irreverence towards the Spirit and Christ as for what he sees
as a deeper and even more hideous flaw: its implicit denial of the hiddenness
of God in his revelation.53 In Barth’s view, subordinationism presupposes a
revelation that constitutes nothing more than a creaturely entity to which God
relates as ‘idea to manifestation’.54 This idea, Barth claims, not only reduces
revelation to a creaturely intermediary, but ultimately reduces God himself
to the archetype of this finite, mundane revelation.55 Such a concept of God,
Barth contends, militates against his transcendence, his mysteriousness, his
ability to reveal and conceal God at will – against all of those things, that is, by
which we recognize God as God.56 This diminishing of the Godhood of God
leads to the final tragedy of subordinationism: nothing less than ‘the denial
of revelation, the drawing of divine subjectivity into human subjectivity, and
by way of polytheism the isolation of man with himself in his own world in
which there is . . . no Thou and therefore no Lord’.57 Denial of the doctrine

49 Ibid., p. 375.
50 Ibid., pp. 376–9.
51 Ibid., p. 380.
52 Ibid., pp. 381–2.
53 Ibid., pp. 381. Cf. ibid., pp 320–4.
54 Ibid., p. 381.
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid., pp. 381–2.
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of the trinity, therefore, constitutes, in Barth’s eyes, a denial of the most basic
content of revelation: ‘God reveals Himself as the Lord’.58

Modalism no less – indeed, perhaps even more so – implies for Barth
a relinquishing of the most fundamental elements of Christian revelation.
Unlike subordinationism, which views God as so transparent in his revelation
that he subjects himself to the addressees of that revelation, modalism posits
a God who does not reveal himself at all. According to modalism, we must
seek the reality of God not in his threefold self-revelation, but in ‘a higher
being in which He is not Father, Son, and Spirit’.59 Barth, by contrast, insists
that ‘our God, and only our God, namely, the God who makes himself ours
in His revelation, is God’.60 It follows that ‘if we hasten past the One who
according to the biblical witness addresses us in threefold approach as a Thou
we can only rush into the void. Modalism finally entails a denial of God.’61

The modalist, therefore, like the subordinationist, ultimately ‘finds himself
alone with himself in his own world’.62 From the beginning to the end of
the treatment of the trinity in CD I/1, Barth thus declares himself a stern and
unyielding opponent at least of what he conceives of as modalism. We must,
however, explore further Barth’s arguments against modalism before we can
accurately estimate the character and force of the charge that Barth himself
succumbs to this error.

Throughout the Church Dogmatics, Barth employs five principal arguments
(not all completely explicit) to demonstrate the inconsistency between
modalism and authentically Christian theology. First, he maintains that
modalism undermines, not merely certain data implied by revelation, but
the very idea of revelation itself.63 One cannot accept modalism without
relegating God’s threefold disclosure of himself to ‘an economy which is
foreign to his essence . . . bounded as it were, above and within’.64 The
consequence follows inexorably: ‘God in his revelation is not really God’.65

An honest person, therefore, ‘cannot take this unreal God’, that is, the God of
modalism, ‘seriously as God’.66 As we have just noted, one cannot, according
to Barth, espouse modalism and continue to worship the revealed God.

58 Ibid., p. 306.
59 Ibid., p. 382.
60 Ibid.
61 Ibid.
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid., p. 353.
64 Ibid., p. 382.
65 Ibid., p. 353.
66 Ibid.
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Second, Barth claims that modalists posit a quaternity instead of a trinity
in God insofar as they direct men to a ‘hidden Fourth’ behind and above the
triune God of the bible.67 This charge, ironically similar to the one leveled
by the virtual tritheist Joachim of Fiore against Peter Lombard,68 seems self-
evidently true as long as the modalists criticized worship a solitary God
while recognizing the God of revelation as triune. Third, Barth implicitly
indicts the modalists by associating modalism with patripassianism, which
he declares ‘absolutely forbidden’.69 While Barth condemns patripassianism
in the context of warning against heretical abuse of the principle opera trinitatis
ad extra sunt indivisa, his remarks testify equally against modalism insofar as
patripassianism follows from it.

Fourth, Barth opposes modalism by construing the image of God in man
as the male–female relationship. ‘Because he [God] is not solitary in Himself,
and therefore does not will to be so ad extra, it is not good for man to be
alone, and God created him in his own image, as male and female.’70 By
locating the image of God in ‘the encounter of I and Thou, of humanity as
fellow-humanity’,71 Barth disavows the solitary god of modalism not only in
his doctrine of the trinity, but in his theological anthropology as well. While
Barth, of course, rejects efforts to determine the character of God from
supposed vestigia trinitatis, including the imago Dei in man,72 he not only allows,
but demands, that theological anthropology look first to God in Christ and
infer from his paradigmatic human nature the outlines of its understanding
of man.73 Barth integrates, therefore, his thoroughgoing antagonism to the
modalist heresy, as he understands it, into his Christology and his theological
anthropology as well as his doctrine of the trinity.

Finally, Barth combats modalism by clearly distinguishing between the
immanent and the economic trinity.74 At first glance, Barth’s positing of such
a contrast may appear to contradict his frequently recurring insistence on the

67 Ibid., p. 382.
68 We describe this parallel as ironic, because Joachim of Fiore advocated a ‘collective and

analogous’ concept of the divine unity (Norman Tanner [ed.], Decrees of the Ecumenical
Councils: Nicaea I to Lateran V [Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 1990],
p. 231), i.e. ‘a mere collective unity’ of precisely the kind that Barth condemns
(CD I/1, p. 350). Peter Lombard’s trinitarianism, however, minus its metaphysical
accoutrements, bears a great deal of similarity to Barth’s.

69 CD I/1, p. 397.
70 Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics: Vol. III: The Doctrine of Creation: Part 2 (tr. G. Bromiley, Fuller,

Knight, and Reid; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1960), p. 324. Hereafter CD III/2.
71 Ibid., p. 316.
72 CD I/1, pp. 347, 343.
73 CD III/2, p. 53.
74 CD I/1, pp. 330, 333, 371–3; CD II/1, pp. 301–11, 326–7.
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conformity of God in se to the image he projects of himself in revelation.75

Such doubts dissipate, however, when one understands how Barth’s views
on divine freedom and divine hiddenness restrict his alternatives in this
matter. Barth refuses simply to identify the immanent and the economic
trinity after the manner of Karl Rahner,76 not because he thinks God in se
differs from the God displayed in revelation (though he does insists on God’s
hiddenness even in his revelation), but because he loathes the prospect of
denying God’s hiddenness (discussed above) and his freedom not to create
and redeem, which would involve a further denial of his transcendence as
well as the gratuity of his creating and redeeming.77 If, as Barth thinks, such
a confinement of divine liberty and compromise of divine transcendence
actually follow from making the divine economy essential to God’s eternal
being, he simply cannot pursue this course.

In distinguishing the immanent from the economic trinity, Barth intends
to counter a distinctively modalistic viewpoint, which equates the trinity
in its most permanent form with the persons’ acts in the divine economy
while consigning the eternal God to a monadic existence. ‘It is of decisive
importance to recognize the three modes of being, not only economically
as modalism does, but, according to the seriousness of the divine presence
and power in the economy of His works, as modes of being of the one
eternal God himself.’78 Barth, therefore, by no means intends to deny
the economic trinity’s revelatory significance by distinguishing between
the immanent and the economic trinity. He means, instead, to uphold the
existence of that eternal trinity which the economic trinity, in human time,
reveals.

The foregoing five arguments demonstrate, if nothing else, that Barth
passionately detests what he understands as the heresy of modalism. No one
can reasonably portray him as a conscious modalist. Nonetheless, at least four
putative characteristics of Barth’s thought have elicited protests from many
quarters that his theology, regardless of his original intent, leads inexorably to
modalism. We intend to demonstrate that the charges of modalism proceed
either from misunderstanding of the doctrine of the trinity or misconstrual
of Barth’s not altogether unambiguous texts.

Barth’s critics, first, tend to criticize him for ascribing ontological priority
to the unity of God and treating the divine trinity as a secondary phenomenon

75 E.g. CD I/1, pp. 353, 382.
76 Karl Rahner, The Trinity (tr. Joseph Donceel; Crossroad: New York, 1997), passim.
77 CD II/1, pp. 314–15, 518, 562.
78 Ibid., pp. 326–7. Cf. CD I/1, pp. 353, 382.
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to be derived from and reconciled with the divine unity.79 Typically,
Moltmann writes, ‘according to Barth the lordship of God’, by which
Moltmann means ‘a non-trinitarian concept of the unity of the one God’,
necessarily ‘precedes the Trinity, logically speaking’.80 Barth’s treatment of
the subject in CD I/1, however, by no means unambiguously confirms this
criticism. Indeed, by the standards of traditional Western dogmatics, he lays
almost unprecedented stress on the doctrine of the trinity. Besides treating it
in the first part of the first volume of his massive dogmatics (contrary to the
customary procedure of treating De deo uno before De deo trino),81 he declares it
‘the basic answer to the question: Who is God? to which all the other articles
are related’.82

Moreover, in deriving the doctrine of the trinity from revelation (we mean
by this the bible, not Barth’s speculative concept of revelation), he inverts
the procedure attributed to him by Moltmann and, in a real sense, derives
God’s unity from the trinity. Barth emphatically rejects the idea that ‘in spite
of the doctrine of the Trinity the Church . . . has in fact retained the unity of
God as well’.83 He argues, instead, that the doctrine of the trinity constitutes
the only way to reconcile the revealed data about the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit with the equally revealed datum of the divine unity.84

Arius, Eunomius, Artemon, and Paul of Samosata, for instance, rightly
ascribe divine worship and works to the Son and the Spirit on the basis
of revelation.85 Yet they refuse to accord the Son and the Spirit more than
creaturely status and thus, by endangering the patently revealed divine unity,
undermine the consistency and authority of revelation.86 Barth, by contrast,
uses the doctrine of the trinity to reconcile the seemingly contradictory facts
of unity and plurality in God.87 While the dogma of the trinity presupposes
the revealed unity of God, it presupposes equally God’s revealed threeness88

79 E.g. Colin Gunton, ‘The Triune God and the Freedom of the Creature’, in S. W. Sykes
(ed.), Karl Barth: Centenary Essays (Cambridge: CUP, 1989), p. 60; Moltmann, Trinity and
Kingdom, pp. 140–4; Pannenberg, ‘Problems’, p. 251.

80 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, pp. 140, 144. Ironically, Barth criticizes this kind of
reasoning, because it compromises the unity of God (CD II/1, pp. 79–80).

81 Cf. Rahner, Trinity, pp. 9–46.
82 CD I/1, p. 311.
83 Ibid., p. 351.
84 Ibid., pp. 351–3.
85 Ibid., pp. 352–3.
86 Ibid.
87 Ibid., pp. 351–3.
88 Ibid. Cf. Paul Molnar, ‘Toward a Contemporary Doctrine of the Immanent Trinity:

Karl Barth and the Present Discussion’, SJT 49 (1996), p. 330.
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(which Moltmann seems to confuse with the doctrine of the trinity).89 Yet
the dogma constitutes an indispensable prerequisite to confessing the biblical
God’s oneness and threeness without evincing apparent inconsistency.90

In a very real sense, therefore, Barth’s doctrine of the trinity logically
precedes the divine oneness and the divine threeness as confessed by the
church.

This precedence of doctrine over confession, however, supplies the basis
for other, related doubts about Barth’s success in banishing modalism from
his doctrine of the trinity. Specifically, Barth’s efforts to derive some inkling
of the doctrine of the trinity speculatively in CD I/1,91 which precede his
treatment of the doctrine’s biblical roots,92 lead some to suspect that Barth’s
trinitarianism owes more to the inherently modalistic thought-forms of
German Idealism than to the bible.93 When Barth speaks of the trinity as
subject, object, and predicate94 and revealer, revelation, and revealedness,95

he invites comparison of his doctrine to Hegel’s understanding of the trinity
as logic, nature, and spirit96 and mover, moved, and motion.97 Further
similarities, moreover, appear throughout the Church Dogmatics. Like Hegel,
Barth (a) considers God the author of sin;98 (b) avers that we must always
think of God as Subject, never as Object;99 (c) denies God’s atemporality100

and aspatiality;101 and (d) ascribes self-movement,102 becoming103 and
historicity104 to God all in flagrant defiance of historic orthodoxy.105 How
can we explain this without attributing to Barth great sympathy with German
Idealism?

89 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, p. 140.
90 CD I/1, pp. 351–3.
91 Ibid., pp. 295–9.
92 Ibid., pp. 304–33.
93 E.g. Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, pp. 142–3.
94 CD I/1, p. 299.
95 Ibid.
96 G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit (tr. A. V. Miller; Oxford: OUP, 1977), p. 464.
97 Ibid., p. 477.
98 Ibid., pp. 468–70, 472–4; Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics: Vol. III: The Doctrine of Creation:

Part 3(tr. G. W. Bromiley; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1979), p. 327. Hereafter CD III/3.
99 Hegel, Phenomenology, p. 460; CD I/1, pp. 380–2.

100 Hegel, Phenomenology, pp. 487–9; CD II/1, pp. 610–15.
101 Hegel, Phenomenology, p. 106; CD II/1, pp. 468–76.
102 Hegel, Phenomenology, p. 477; CD II/1, pp. 268–71.
103 Hegel, Phenomenology, p. 492; CD II/1, pp. 492–8.
104 Hegel, Phenomenology, p. 492; CD III/2, pp. 522–4.
105 Cf. Herman Bavinck, The Doctrine of God (tr. William Hendriksen; Edinburgh: Banner of

Truth, 1951), pp. 145–64.
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This sympathy, however, does not make Barth an Absolute Idealist. No
true Hegelian would condemn all forms of natural theology,106 claim to seek
the truth about God in Christ alone,107 or categorically deny the presence of
myth in the bible.108 Above all else, no true Hegelian would distinguish the
immanent from the economic trinity109 and thus refuse to equate the divine
persons with God’s modes of being ad extra; no true Hegelian would, in fact,
as Barth does, unequivocally condemn modalism.110 We do not mean hereby
to assert that the Hegelian theses imported by Barth into dogmatic theology
coincide at any point with historic orthodoxy. We merely wish to point out
that Barth fails to adopt his Hegelian ideas’ logical consequences and thus
saves himself from heresy by a happy inconsistency.

Whether we have truly absolved Barth of the charge of Hegelian modalism
or not, we have by no means satisfied Barth’s critics, many of whom
also charge Barth with accepting modalism (in fact, if not in name)
through his advocacy of the doctrine of appropriations.111 Moltmann, for
instance, complains that Barth denies the full personhood of the Son. He
charges that, in Barth’s system, the Son undertakes ‘no real independent,
personal activity . . . in the implementation of divine sovereignty [which
we take to mean the divine works ad extra]’.112 In other words, Barth
subscribes to the time-honored principle maintained by Augustine, Aquinas,
and countless other theologians East and West: opera trinitatis ad extra sunt
indivisa.113

The logical necessity of this axiom, a universal norm of orthodoxy since
the late fourth century,114 appears from a simple reductio ad absurdum. If we
deny the principle of the inseparability of the divine acts ad extra, we must
affirm that individual persons of the trinity perform acts ad extra in which
the others do not participate. Yet the persons share a common essence
distinguished only by three, unique personal properties: paternity, filiation,
and spiration. In order for one person to act without another, he must,
therefore, act by virtue of his personal property; that is, we must ascribe

106 CD II/1, pp. 75–128. Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, pp. 479–80.
107 CD II/1, p. 149. Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, pp. 461–3.
108 CD I/1, pp. 327–9. Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, pp. 463, 467–8.
109 CD II/1, pp. 326–7. Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, p. 463.
110 CD I/1, p. 353. Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, pp. 465–6.
111 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, pp. 142–3. Cf. CD I/1, pp. 372–5.
112 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, p. 143.
113 CD I/1, pp. 362, 365, 371–5. Cf. Lewis Ayres, ‘“Remember That You Are Catholic”

(serm. 52.2): Augustine on the Unity of the Triune God’, Journal of Early Christian Studies
(1999), pp. 46–9.

114 Ayres, ‘“Remember”’, pp. 46–9.
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creation, redemption, sanctification, etc., not to the almighty Godhead, but
to paternity, filiation, or spiration.

The advocate of separable action ad extra, moreover, may not evade this
consequence by appealing to holy scripture. The same bible, after all, that
attributes different acts to individual persons testifies in the strongest possible
terms to their indissoluble unity. The scripture does not ascribe particular
works to individual persons in order to split the works of the Godhead,
but to show forth ‘the truth of the triunity which is in fact undivided
in its works and which still exists in three persons’.115 Barth’s critics,
therefore, may not convict him of modalism simply because he endorses the
doctrine of appropriations. He cannot deny this doctrine, after all, without
misrepresenting the work of God as ‘a dramatic entry and exit of now one
and now another of the divine persons, . . . the surging up and down
of half or totally individualized powers . . . a shifting co-existence and
competition of the three hypostases’.116 Such a view he rightly rejects as
‘pagan mythology’.117

Regardless of Barth’s innocence or guilt on this point, the critic may
reply, the strongest evidence for Barth’s modalism remains untouched. Barth
cannot bring himself to call the three divine hypostases persons; instead, he
insists on calling them Seinsweisen, or modes of being.118 How can he escape the
taint of modalism as long as he refuses to call persons persons and persists
in calling persons modes? To this query we can only reply that Barth, in our
opinion, errs in abandoning the word ‘person’ as a term for the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost, but he in no way commits himself to modalism.

Two factors in particular exculpate Barth from the charge of introducing
modalism via the term ‘mode of being’. First, Barth intends the term as a
literal equivalent of the patristic τρóπoς ‘υπάρξεως.119 If the very use of the
word, therefore, implicates Barth in modalism, it implicates Basil the Great
and Gregory of Nyssa equally. As Barth wisely notes, non sermoni res, sed rei sermo
subiectus est.120 Second, Barth explicitly identifies the intended meaning of
Seinsweisen with ‘subsistent relations’121 objectively identical with the divine
essence, that is, with the customary meaning of ‘person’.122

115 CD I/1, p. 373.
116 Ibid., p. 374.
117 Ibid.
118 Ibid., pp. 359–61.
119 Ibid., p. 359.
120 Ibid., p. 367.
121 Ibid., p. 364.
122 Ibid., pp. 365–6. Some theologians, of course, do not shrink from characterizing

even a trinity consisting of three eternally subsistent relations as modalistic. Wolfhart
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He abandons the word ‘person’, therefore, not because he objects to
the idea expressed in traditional usage of the word, but because he finds the
term unnecessarily confusing. Since, in its modern meaning at least, the term
‘person’ connotes ‘conscious individual’, Barth hesitates to apply it to the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost in order not to compromise the unity of
God by suggesting the presence of three, discrete individuals.123 In light
of the rise of ‘social trinitarianism’124 in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, no orthodox trinitarian can reasonably deny that Barth acts on
a valid concern.125 The term ‘mode of being’, however, when used to
designate the trinitarian persons, suffers from flaws more numerous and,
we believe, more grave than the established term, ‘person’.

First, one cannot pray to a mode. Although Barth sharply distinguishes
theology from preaching, if preachers take seriously the works of
theologians, their ideas, including terminological reforms, will inevitably
find their way into the pulpit. The use in worship of a term like ‘Seinsweise’,
however, would obviously constitute a devotional and liturgical disaster.
Second, the very use of a term like ‘modes of being’ for the trinitarian
persons suggests at least insensitivity to the danger of modalism. As Barth’s

Pannenberg, for instance, contends that if, as Aquinas claims in STh Ia.39.1, one
can legitimately posit no real distinction between the divine relations and the divine
essence, ‘this applies to the opposition [between the relations] too, and therefore the
independence of the persons as subsistent relations is only conceptual’ (Pannenberg,
Systematic Theology I [tr. G. W. Bromiley; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1991], p. 295).
Strangely, Pannenberg ignores Aquinas’s response to this very complaint in STh Ia.28.4,
ad 1: ‘this argument, that all things identical with one and the same thing are identical
with one another [the argument Pannenberg uses to prove the divine relations only
conceptually distinct from one another] holds good wherever there is identity both
in reality and meaning, as when the same thing is called a “tunic” and a “garment,”
but not where there is a difference of meaning. Hence . . . although changing
and . . . being changed are the same thing, it does not follow that changing and
being changed are identical. . . . Likewise, while both fatherhood and sonship are in
reality the same thing as the divine nature, nevertheless their proper meanings imply
opposite relationships. That is why a distinction is drawn between them’ (Aquinas,
Summa Theologiae: Vol. 6: The Trinity (Ia. 27–32) (hereafter Blackfriars, vol. 6) (tr. Ceslaus
Velecky; Oxford: Blackfriars, 1965), p. 35). The subsistent relations in God posited
by Aquinas and Barth, therefore, do not simply collapse into an eternal monad as in
classical modalism.

123 CD I/1, pp. 357–9.
124 For a penetrating critique of this viewpoint from the perspective of classical, Western

trinitarianism, cf. Brian Leftow’s ‘Anti Social Trinitarianism’ in Stephen T. Davis,
Daniel Kendall, and Gerald O’Collins (eds), The Trinity: An Interdisciplinary Symposium on
the Trinity (Oxford: OUP, 1999), pp. 203–49.

125 CD I/1, pp. 357–8. Cf. William J. Hill, The Three-Personed God: The Trinity as a Mystery of
Salvation (Washington, DC: CUA Press, 1982), pp. 217–37.
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case clearly attests, even repeated disavowals of modalism frequently fail
to overcome mistrust on this account. Third, and most importantly, the
replacement of the term ‘person’ with ‘mode of being’ indicates a lapse of
vigilance concerning a heresy which, although perhaps dormant now, has
loomed large in the Western tradition: Porretanism.

This heresy, which was first explicitly advocated by Gilbert de la Porree
in the high Middle Ages, consists in relegating the trinitarian persons to
mere accidents or ancillas of the divine essence.126 While Porretanism
improves upon modalism in that it insists on the divine relations’ eternity,
it fatally compromises the simplicity of the Godhead and the identity, not
quidditative, but objective, of the divine persons with the divine essence.127

The word ‘person’ improves upon ‘relation’ or ‘mode of being’ inasmuch as
it signifies what these less comprehensive terms signify while at the same time
indicating their identity with the divine essence.128 Barth, to his credit, does
explicitly recognize this identity.129 He fails, however, to defend it adequately
against the misunderstandings which inevitably arise when Western theology
correctly distinguishes between the absolute character of the divine essence
and the merely relative character of the divine persons. He would do better
to clarify than to reject the term ‘person’.

No objective critic, therefore, will find Barth’s trinitarian theology
free from error. Besides the problematic statements listed above, we find
particularly troubling those passages in Barth which suggest that the
trinitarian processions depend upon an act of the divine will,130 that these
processions constitute a process,131 and that they operate by way of some sort
of causality.132 Above all, we object to Barth’s idea of an eternal obedience
rendered to the Father by the Son, a hypothesis introduced in CD IV/1133

which undermines Barth’s case against subordinationism set forth in volume
I.134 Barth succeeds, however, in a way no theologian before or since has, in
reconciling an orthodox, Western doctrine of the trinity which rejects both
modalism and subordinationism with an untraditional, indeed, even anti-
traditional, concept of revelation and thus deserves, even from the harshest
critic, a degree of grudging applause.

126 Aquinas, STh Ia.28.2 corp.; Blackfriars, vol. 6, pp. 28–31.
127 Aquinas, STh Ia. 28.2; Blackfriars, vol. 6, pp. 26–33.
128 Aquinas, STh Ia.29.4 corp.; Blackfriars, vol. 6, pp. 58–61.
129 CD I/1, p. 367.
130 Ibid., pp. 320, 324, 354.
131 Ibid., pp. 423, 426.
132 Ibid., pp. 364, 367.
133 Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics: Vol. IV: The Doctrine of Reconciliation: Part 1 (tr. G. W. Bromiley;

Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1956), pp. 200–2.
134 CD I/1, pp. 352–3.
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